
Get married on Mallorca
BAREFOOT TO HAPPINESS. THE SUN AS COMPANIAN. PALM NOISE AS MUSIC.



The well-kept colonial-style resort is surrounded by the Bendinat golf course and a
beautiful garden. Sunny terraces, lush Mediterranean vegetation and a wonderful
pool just await you for your dream wedding.

Mallorca offers a pleasant Mediterranean climate with more than 300 days of sunshine throughout 
the year. Average temperatures of 26°C are common from May to September, and even in spring 
the temperature rarely drops below 15°C. Our lovingly landscaped garden with lots of palm trees 
and shadows blooms all year around in red, purple and yellow, the scent of orange blossom is 
always in the air, and the sound of the fountain breaks the silence.

Inspired by the culinary richness of the island and refined with modern essences
our two restaurants fulfill your every wish on your wedding day.

Whether you plan a small intimate celebration or just a part of your wedding in our hotel, at the 
Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous you will enjoy unsurpassed service in extraordinary ambience.

Welcome to Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous
Your romantic wedding location on Mallorca



Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous

The Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous is only 10 minutes away from Palma and yet surrounded by 
nature. The well-tended Bendinat golf course surrounds the hotel with its 128 suites and rooms 
like a green belt. A splashing fountain, African animal figures and a sea of   flowers are the ideal 
scenery for your wedding photos.
The surrounding area also offers plenty of opportunities for outside activities: 
How about a visit to the noble marina of Puerto Portals, to the crystal clear sea or to a winery? 
Nothing is closer and yet seems so far away.

The Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous is a place of relaxation. 
That‘s why we only carry out a small number of weddings with a limited number of guests.
Therefore your most beautiful day is an exclusive event in every sense.



SMALL GUESTS VERY WELCOME 
Whether flower girl, nephew or your own children, 
little guests will feel right at home at the Lindner 
Golf Resort. An initially shy look into the kids club
turns out to be “the time of your life” playground 
with painting lessons, well sorted activities and,
if desired, clowns and face painters will be available 
to entertain the kids in the garden. We will be more 
than happy to arrange a private babysitter.

WE MAKE YOU SHINE
Our experts at the Bahari Spa will make you shine 
with wellness and professional beauty care. The 
finest herbs and ingredients from Mallorca caress 
your skin; traditional cosmetic treatments will 
prepare you for the big day. Enjoy your dream 
wedding very relaxed and radiantly beautiful!

CULINARY ACCENTS
Two restaurants pamper you and your guests with 
the best that the Mediterranean region has to offer. 
Fine local wines, regional oils and „fresh catch“ will 
be served as well as traditional paella, hearty BBQ 
or tapas. Overlooking the pool and garden, we will 
spoil you on your most beautiful day - according to 
your desires!



Our most beautiful areas for your wedding celebration

At the Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous there are plenty of small beautiful “corners” and
spacious areas that are ideal for photo shootings and (welcome) get togethers in a particularly 
festive atmosphere. Some couples have their photos taken between elephants and giraffes while 
others receive their guests between bamboo lodges in the outdoor spa.
As unique as your dream wedding is this extraordinary are our areas.



BAHARI LODGE
Our Bahari Lodge - very African between 
bamboo cabins, fountain and citrus trees 
- this is the extraordinary place for a 
cocktail reception with up to 40 people.

STRELEZIA GARDEN
Get married barefoot in the lawn? 
No problem. The most beautiful place for 
your ceremony is our private strelezia 
garden. Lush vegetation, palm trees and 
cozy seating areas underline your outdoor 
wedding ceremony for up to 40 people.

CHUMBO POOL TERRASSE
In the middle of the Mediterranean 
garden and located directly at the pool, 
the terrace of the Chumbo Restaurant 
is ideal for cocktail receptions, brunch 
or BBQ. The maximum capacity is             
80 people.



FIRST CLASS TERRACE
Garden, pool and golf course - everything 
in view from our first-class terrace on the 
first floor. The corner terrace is suitable 
for ceremonies and photo shootings.

NIKO´S TERRACES
Niko‘s Place has 3 wonderful terraces. All 
overlooking the Mediterranean garden and 
the possibility to be partially converted into 
a winter garden if necessary. Niko‘s Terraces 
can accommodate up to 80 people for a 
festive lunch or an exclusive dinner.

BAD-WEATHER-OPTIONS
Our multi-function room in Golf Club 
House style as well as our winter
garden offer space for small groups of 
up to 40 people.



Food & Beverages

Wedding cake, chocolate fountain, finger food, BBQ or the finest buffet? You name it and we do 
magic. With our own patissier and a highly professional kitchen team with an excellent reputation 
we take care of the culinary part of your dream wedding.

NIKO´S PLACE
Bar, vinotheque and restaurant of finest 
Mediterranean cuisine that gives your 
wedding menu a local charm.

CHUMBO POOL RESTAURANT
Our restaurant with large terrace by the 
pool serves international dishes, but 
can also prepare a BBQ or paella upon 
request.



Good to know: All about your most beautiful day

Depending on the size of the celebration we recommend working with a local wedding planner. 
The professionals take care of flowers, wedding cakes, decorations, transfers, etc.
Upon request, we will recommend reliable partners.

THE CEREMONY
There are many ways to get married in Mallorca. Non-Resident catholic couples can be married 
in a Catholic church nearby. All you need is a marriage preparation protocol from your parish and 
approval from the bishop. Evangelical, Jewish or Orthodox ceremonies can also be held in a 
sacred location. A civil wedding or a blessing ceremony to renew the vows can be organized 
directly in our resort.

FLOWERS & DECORATION
Let yourself be inspired by the colors of our garden or determine your individual color palette - 
the best florists on Mallorca will design dreamy flower creations for you, from bridal bouquets to 
corsages or table decorations and of course any other room decorations.

MUSIC & LIGHTENING
Life music should not be missed at a wedding celebration. Our outdoor terrace and indoor areas 
are ideally suited as a dance floor. An authentic Spanish guitar group, a band or a DJ will guide 
you through the most beautiful evening in your life.

PHOTOGRAPHY
A professional video / photographer will capture unforgettable moments for you forever.
Our dreamlike settings offers the perfect scenery. 
Upon request, we will recommend reliable partner.



Our rooms - Romantic, colonial, different

The Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous offers 128 modern suites and rooms, all with a balcony or 
terrace. Our double rooms are extremely comfortable with a size of 30 m2 to 38 m2. 
The suites with up to 48 m2 offer even more space to get dressed, prepared and 
“look forward to the big event”.
 
Treat yourself to something very special on your wedding night: a Royal African Suite.
… and they dreamed happy ever after…

When reserving a minimum of 10 rooms we offer a free upgrade to one of 
our suites including a romantic treatment for the bride and groom.



Contact

We fulfill your every wish for the most beautiful day of your life.
Contact us.

Lindner Golf Resort Portals Nous
C./Arquitecto Francisco Casas, 18

07181 Portals Nous, Mallorca

Tel. +34 971 707 777
info.portalsnous@lindnerhotels.com
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